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Bible Study - September 29, 2021 

 
 

THE IMPORTANCE OF PRAYER, PART 2 
15 Reasons Why Prayer is Essential in Our Lives 

 
Affirmation:    Much prayer, much power 

   Little prayer, little power 

   No prayer, no spiritual power 

 

Explanation:  Prayer changes things!  It helps us overcome life’s 

problems when we ask, seek and knock. (Matthew 7:7-8) 

 

 Much prayer – brings about more faith and hope.  It is the 

evidence of things not seen.  (Hebrews 11:1) 

 

 Little prayer – praying only when something has happened. 

 

 No prayer – you are not tarrying with God. 

Review of First 7 Reasons 

1) Prayer is important because it informs us. 

2) Prayer teaches us how to serve God and man. 
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3) Prayer brings light into our understanding. 

4) Prayer protects.  It keeps us safe from injury and evil 

spirits. 

5) Prayer brings break-through in our lives and turns our 

focus to God. 

6) Prayer brings us into obedience with God’s plan for our 

lives. 

7) Prayer helps us to follow our leader – Jesus.  It helps us to 

become disciples – followers of Christ!    

      
 

 

 8 More Reasons Why Prayer is Essential in Our Lives 

 

8) Prayer is the solution to our problems.  It helps us put the 

spiritual mind (Christ mind) over earthly matter (natural 

mind).  (Romans 12:2, Luke 11:9-10)     

  

9) Prayer allows us to communicate with our creator.  Paul 

tells us to pray without ceasing, meaning stay in 

communication with the Father. (1 Thessalonians 5:17,     

2 Chronicles 7:14)        

   

10) Prayer is how we make our requests known to God. 

(Matthew 6:6-8) 

11) Prayer is how we become wiser.  It helps prepare and 

equip us, and gives us discernment and understanding of 
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what we should do.        

   

12) Prayer is how we promote the kingdom of God.  It helps 

us take up our cross daily and follow God.              

(Matthew 16:24-26)        

   

13) Prayer is how we gain God’s power (ability and firmness), 

confidence (self-assurance) and trust.    

   

14) Prayer gives us power to rebuke (disapproval of evil) the 

devil.  (James 4:7)        

   

15) Prayer gives us power to cast out demons.             

(Matthew 17:21) 

 

Notes: 
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